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Opinion
Context
Food may be assumed as a complex mixture of chemicals.
Some are intrinsic components, including macro-and micronutrients, anti-nutrients and inherent toxicants, while
others are extrinsic, either added or resulting from natural
or industrial sources. In addition, process-related chemicals
are formed during processing. To understand the health
significance of food chemicals is complex. Many increase but
others reduce nutritional value. Some may be associated with
beneficial effects. A number have been shown to be harmful,
producing toxicity. Therefore, chemicals must be managed to
ensure that food is safe. Risk assessment, combining exposure
and toxicological information, has been valuable to identify
chemicals of concern on which management efforts should
focus. Toxicological characterization is a resource-intensive
and time-consuming process based on feeding experimental
animals with high doses of the chemical investigated. Only a
limited number of chemicals have been fully tested; for the vast
majority of compounds to which humans are exposed, no data
is available [1]. This raises the question of how to establish
the safety of the numerous toxicologically uncharacterized
chemicals.

In vitro toxicology and hazard characterization

Currently the application of the standard toxicology
approach to all known but untested chemicals is increasingly
questioned from scientific, feasibility and ethical perspectives.
The field of experimental toxicology is currently undergoing
a major shift, moving from high dose animal studies towards
more mechanistic and human relevant approaches. This
is illustrated by large research initiatives such as Tox21,
which combines the use of hundreds of in vitro assays with
computational modelling [2]. In this framework, the concept
of Adverse Outcome Pathways (AOPs) is acknowledged as a
way to organize mechanistic information to be applied in risk
assessment [3]. In the AOP concept, Molecular Initiating Events
(MIE) are linked through pathways/networks of key events to
adverse effects. The application of in vitro toxicology in such
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a context may require the use of human relevant cell systems
adequately reflecting organ/tissue diversity and structural
complexity together with the application of integrative
modelling approaches according to system toxicology [4]. In
addition chemical biotransformation must be considered.
One of the additional challenges is the suitability of the test
systems to cover the most important AOPs. This may be solved
through the development of high-throughput toxicogenomic
methods. To exploit the data in a context of risk assessment
requires translation of in vitro concentrations into in vivo
external doses which can be benchmarked against exposure
estimates. Currently, methods based on determination of
free concentration of the tested chemicals together with
physiologically-based biokinetic modelling allow such in vitro
to in vivo extrapolations (IVIVE) [2].

Biodetection

The increasing mechanistic understanding of toxic action
and its translation into AOPs have triggered the development
of cell culture-based systems (bioassays, biotests) to detect
bioactivities relevant in term of MIEs and key events. These
test systems are not designed to reflect normal human cells/
tissues, but have been constructed to optimize the detection of
targeted biological activities (e.g. estrogen receptor activation,
DNA-damage) [5,6]. They can be seen as bringing an analytical
detection principle that is alternative to the usual physicochemical ones. Application of bioassays to pure chemicals
provides insight into their intrinsic biological properties;
in chemically uncharacterized mixtures, they highlight the
presence of substance(s) associated with a particular activity.
Biodetection systems have been successfully applied in many
situations, such has for biopharmaceutical quality assurance,
for assessment of medical devices and in environmental
monitoring, e.g. water. They can significantly contribute to
research and development to design intrinsically safe chemicals
(green chemistry). They have been recently promoted as
playing a potential role in the safety assessment of food
packaging materials. The main strength of the application of
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bioassays is to establish priorities through early identification
of chemicals of potential concern. In combination with
analytics, relevant chemicals can be identified (effect-directedanalyses). Bioassays may also provide information on potential
combined effects of chemicals in mixtures. With regards to
risk assessment, bioassay data are rarely usable as such. In
general, they must be anchored to more traditional analytical
and toxicological information, or to in silico predictions for
effective use in this context. For example effect-directed
analysis may facilitate the identification and quantification of
toxicologically relevant chemicals in a mixture. However, to
address their safety significance, exposure must be estimated
and compared to toxicological data suitable for hazard
characterization [7]. Chemical grouping and read-across are
increasingly recognized as an in silico methods to predict
toxicological values usable for a risk assessment framework
(to establish level of safety concern) [8]. This process consists
of identifying analogs of the chemical under investigation
(grouping) and extrapolating its toxic properties using
toxicological data available for the analogues (read-across).
Finding adequate analogs is not straightforward and cannot
rely only on structural features. Bioassay data will likely play
an increasing role in the definition of chemical analogs. In the
case of exposure to a number of structurally similar chemicals,
bioassay data may also be valuable to get insight on the need
to apply principles of mixture toxicology for assessing risk [9].

Summary and Conclusion

There is a recognized need to characterize the toxicological
properties of a high number of chemicals to which humans
are exposed. It is increasingly acknowledged that this
cannot be achieved by applying a traditional approach based
on toxicological studies in experimental animals. In vitro
toxicology is thought to be an alternative approach which will
play an increasingly important role for hazard characterization
and risk assessment, bringing potentially more mechanistic
and relevant information for the human situation. In vitro

and molecular toxicology have triggered the development
of molecular- and cell-based biological tools (biodetectors)
designed to detect activities at specific targets. There are
numerous potential applications; however, to serve risk
assessment, biodetection data should in general be anchored
to analytical and toxicological information.
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